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INTRODUCTION:
This project involves a detailed mechanical engineering design peer review and forensic
examination of the suite systems installed in the townhouses located at Cheakamus Crossing in
Whistler, BC and an investigation of the interface between the suite systems and the local District

Energy System. The detailed scope of the work is listed in Section 4
– Scope of Work.

2. LIMITING CONDITIONS
This report has been prepared for Whistler Development Corporation based on information
gathered over multiple site visits by Integral Group Consulting (BC) LLP (Integral Group), and
available information provided by representatives of Whistler Development Corporation and the
representatives of the Cheakamus Crossing Strata’s Group prior to and after the site visits.
Did you receive all the information that you required and requested? Yes
Please list items/documents that were not provided. All items provided are
indicated in report
Integral Group’s site review is intended to be an examination of samples of work only, for the
purposes and objectives stated herein. This study is not intended to represent a comprehensive
detailed inspection or assessment of the building, and should not be considered to replace any
other inspections or requirements for service and maintenance. Integral Group is not responsible
for identifying defects and deficiencies, which are not reasonably apparent or visible in these
random samples.
The recommendations presented in this report represent professional opinions of Integral Group
in light of the terms of reference, scope of work, and any limiting conditions noted herein. Any use
of the report, reliance on the report, or decisions based upon the report, by a third party are the
responsibility of those third parties unless authorized in writing by Integral Group. The Integral
Group Consulting (BC) LLP has copy-right permission for reproduction and distribution of this
report.
This report is intended solely for the named customer(s) Whistler Development Corporation and
Cheakamus Crossing Strata’s Group. Integral Group makes no guarantees, representations or
warranties with respect to the contents of this report, either express or implied, arising by law or
otherwise, including, but not limited to effectiveness, completeness, accuracy, or fitness for
purposes beyond the scope and limitations of this report. In no event will Integral Group be liable
for any indirect, special incidental, consequential or other similar damages or loss, whether in
contract, tort, breach of warranty, or otherwise, or for any loss of data, use, profits, or goodwill as
related to the contents of this report being used for purposes beyond the specific scope and
limitations of this report.

3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

4. SCOPE OF REVIEW
4.1 The study involved the following scope of work:
1. Initial site visit to confirm existing conditions in 20 suites.
2. Review of any manuals and maintenance recommendations currently being formulated by
RMOW so as not to duplicate work.
3. A critical review of the existing design mechanical drawings & specifications with the objective

of identifying issues in the design, original installation, and original start up procedures or
components installed.
4. From field reviews of 19 of the installations compare the installations against the mechanical
drawings and specifications to assess whether the systems comply with the design
mechanical drawings and specification. Identify any variances, especially deficiencies such
as improperly installed hydronic heat pumps, system settings, etc.
5. Create a chemical flush and closed loop fluid specification. Confirm the suitability of the
chemical flush and closed loop fluid specification with the manufacturer of the heat pump,
ClimateMaster.
6. Take water samples and send them to an appropriate testing laboratory.
7. Formulate a monitoring and maintenance program for the closed loop fluid to ensure that it
continues to meet specifications.
Who will formulate this and when? This is only indicating the Scope of the Report.
The formulation is included in the Conclusions.
Should monitoring stations be setup to capture data on the “home side”? Probably
not required. Can be picked up through testing/service.
8. Investigate water temp and pressure from source side and load side closed loop. (RMOW
loop data will come from their monitoring stations).
Did you get “DES-side” documents from initial start up in 2009 forward to 2010?
No. I used the data indicated.

9. Review the impact of fluctuations in DES supply side fluid temperature and flow rate. Make
recommendations to compensate for any fluctuations if present.
What period of time was this done or reviewed from? Period is indicated.
Where is the data from 2009 (from beginning)? Did not receive. We acknowledge
there were problems at startup but we have not reviewed in detail.
10.
Investigate the significance of which water well was used at time of original installation.
RMOW well W -212 in Function Junction. RMOW will provide historical water sampling data
from this well.
Did you receive samples and all the data from the well that was initially used to
charge the systems? We reviewed water quality from RMOW Annual Water
Reports from 2008, 2009 and 2010. We did speak to Dave Robb about water quality
and make reference to our discussion in the report.
How would “out of spec water” affect our systems? Water was never found out of
spec but we have indicated implications in report.

11.

Create a list of metrics with which to assess the existing installations not reviewed.

Will this information be provided in the RMOW’s NEW Technical Service Manual?
Yes.

12.
Provide recommendations for service technician’s qualifications for servicing the systems
moving forward.
Will this information be provided in the RMOW’s NEW Technical Service Manual? I
have included in report.
13.

Offer opinion of responsibility for each problem identified.

Will this information be provided in the FINAL version of the report? To some
extent when possible.
List of variances: were all changes approved? Do not know from information
provided. It appears as if most were documented.
Do you have written approvals from the Building Inspector for EVERY variance
with the descriptions, plans and specifications forming part of the building permit?
No. This is not something that is normally done unless there were code
implications and the changes did not have code implications.
When did the warranties start? Late 2010.

5. DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
5.1 Drawings
Did you get any “as-built” documents/drawings? No. Only got drawings indicated in
report.
How important is it to have the control sequence? Very. Is included in Technical Service
Guide in easy to understand language geared toward the service contractors.
What are the significances between GAMES and/or LEGACY MODES? Main floor
bedrooms removed and kitchens installed.
1. The following drawings were made available for this review:
1. Whitewater (All units on Whitewater Drive) also known as Area A and Road 2.
a. Digital (pdf) drawing set provided included 20 drawings, were dated Aug 15/07
and were Issued for BP. This set was indicated as Games mode. Set did not
include a written control sequence or a control drawing.
b. A second paper set provided was a full size set, included 21 drawings, were
dated Mar 12/08 and were Reissued for Construction. This set was also indicated
as Games mode. This set did include a control drawings but did not have a
written control sequence indicated.
2. The Terrace (All units at 1375 Cloudburst Drive) also known as Lot 4.
a. Digital (pdf) drawing set provided included 11 drawings, were dated Apr 28/08
and were Issued for BP. This set was not indicated as Games mode but showed
Games mode. This set included a control drawing and a written control
sequence.
b. A second paper set provided was a full size set, included 11 drawings, were
dated Apr 28/08 and were Issued for BP. This set was not indicated as Games
mode but showed Games mode. This set included a control drawing and a
written control sequence.

3. Riverbend (All units at 1240 Mount Fee Road) also known as Lot 17 and Road
a. There was no digital set provided.
b. The paper set provided was a full size set, included 14 drawings, were dated Dec
14/07 and were Issued for Issued for BP. This set was not indicated as Games
mode but showed Games mode. This set included a control drawing but not a
written control sequence. It should be noted that the drawings indicate fan coils
on the second floor of these units and there is actually radiant floor heating on
the second floor of all the Riverbend units.
Do you have written approvals from the Building Inspector for every variance with the
descriptions, plans and specifications forming part of the building permit? Answered
previously.

4. The Rise (All units at 1245 Mount Fee Road and 1275 Mount Fee Road) also known as
Lot 11.
a. Digital (pdf) drawing set provided included 6 drawings, were dated Sep 2/08 and
were Issued for MSI #2. This set was not indicated as Games mode but showed
Games mode. This set included a control drawing, a control wiring diagram and a
written control sequence.
b. A second paper set provided was a full size set, included 9 drawings, were dated
Aug 12/08 and were Issued for Construction. This set was not indicated as
Games mode but showed Games mode. This set included a control drawing and
a written control sequence.
5. The Heights (All units at 1380 Cloudburst Drive) also known as Lot 3.
a. Digital (pdf) drawing set provided included 16 drawings, were dated May 15/08
and were Issued for BP. This set was not indicated as Games mode but showed
Games mode. This set included a control drawing and a written control
sequence.
b. There was no paper set of drawings provided for The Heights.
Should we be provided with START-UP documents for all units? They don’t necessarily
matter at this point. The service described in the Technical Service Guide basically
checks all the startup items.

Documents
1. Whitewater (All units on Whitewater Drive) also known as Area A and Road 2.
a. Documents provided by Whistler Development Corporation (WDC) included the
following:
i. 20 Mechanical Site Instructions that include the following changes. We
assume that similar instructions were issued for all the other phases of
the project as the systems indicated on the drawings were all typical as
they had the same schematic and where indicated had the same control
sequence.
ii. Several controls clarifications.
iii. The change from 2 domestic hot water tanks to 1 tank.
iv. Changing the domestic hot water heat exchanger from double wall to
single wall.
v. Adjustments to be made to pressure settings on prv’s and pressure
reliefs.
vi. Provision of automatic air vents at all high points in the mechanical

rooms.
Called for pipe identification.
Provided a completion check list for all the townhouses
Called for removal of all integral check valves in pump in heat pumps.
Provided specific flushing instructions for the DES supply and return
lines.
xi. Added an expansion tank for the heating system.

vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

2. Two copies of proposed Operating and Maintenance Manuals with comments from DEC
Design for changes prior to final submission. These manual submissions contained
startup reports for all units in Whitewater.
3. Inspection reports by Dec Design numbered 16 and 19 that outlined work yet to be
completed for all townhouses and then specific requirements for each unit.
4. Radiant floor piping layout shop drawings produced by Heat Link.
Should it be confirmed that all of these changes have been implemented in all complexes?
Not sure what you mean. These were shop drawings of the floor piping layouts.
Should we be provided with START-UP documents for all units? Answered previously.
Are the START-UP documents important to the operation and commissioning of the
Climate Master heat pump system? Not necessarily at this point.
Where or how can we find confirmation for the “work yet to be completed” noted
throughout the DOCUMENTS 5.2 Section? I’m not sure. DEC Design should be asked this
question.

2. The Heights (All units at 1380 Cloudburst Drive) also known as Lot 3.
Documents provided by WDC and Resort Municipality of Whistler (RMOW) included the following:
1.
Inspection reports by Dec Design numbered 1 to 16 that outlined work
completed on site with some comments on the early reports and work yet to be
completed for all townhouses and then specific requirements for each unit type
or building for reports 12-16.
2.

Copy of proposed Operating and Maintenance Manual with comments from
DEC Design for changes prior to final submission. These manual submissions
contained startup reports for all units in The Heights.

3.

Startup reports completed by WTS dated Sept 2009.

4.

Cross Connection letter from DEC Design to RMOW advising double check
valve assembly was an appropriate level of cross contamination protection.

3. The Rise (All units at 1245 Mount Fee Road and 1275 Mount Fee Road) also known as Lot 11.
Documents provided by Whistler Development Corporation (WDC) included the following:
1. Copies of Schedule B-1, B-2 and separate C-B’s for Buildings 1-7 (Lower Rise) and
Buildings 8-15 (Upper Rise). Separate C-B’s were issued as construction was split into 2
separate contracts.
2. Various RMOW inspection reports including final sign offs some subject to engineer’s

approval, copy of some permit communications and various water meter inspection
reports.
3. Inspection reports by Dec Design numbered 1 to 15 for Upper Rise and 1 to 12 for Lower
Rise that outlined work completed on site with some general comments on the early
reports and work yet to be completed for all townhouses and then specific requirements
for each unit type or building for the later reports.
4. Startup reports for units 1 – 28 completed by WTS dated Sept, 2009.
How can it be confirmed that all work was completed? Answered previously.

4. The Terrace (All units at 1375 Cloudburst Drive) also known as Lot 4.
Documents provided by Whistler Development Corporation (WDC) included the following:
1. Various RMOW inspection reports including final sign offs some subject to engineer’s
approval.

Did the Registered Professional/Engineer issue a Schedule C-B? We saw some C-B’s and
assume all were provided.
2. Inspection reports by Dec Design numbered 8 to 19 that outlined work completed on site
with some comments on the early reports and work yet to be completed for all
townhouses and then specific requirements for each unit type or building for reports 12 to
16.
5. DC also provided Warranty invoices from Western Technical Services dated from Dec.
6/10 to Mar 21/11 which we have reviewed and attempted to analyze. It is our
understanding that the final legacy occupancy occurred in the fall of 2010.

When did the warranties start? Answered previously.
Were you provided with Service Records for START-UP in 2009 until December 5th, 2010?
No we didn’t.
For your final report and/or conclusions, is it important for you to have these documents?
I don’t believe so.
6. RMOW also provided the following information on the operation of the DES system:
i. Information on the DES loop water quality records which are taken weekly from Jan
2015 to Oct 2015. They are testing for pH, total dissolved solids (TDS) and silica.
They also provided DES loop water testing results from Pace Chemicals from Mar
2015 to October 2015.
How important is it to have previous water DATA from dates prior to March 2015? I don’t
believe it is that important.
ii.

Supply and return water temperatures for the DES loop from Jul 16, 2014 to Jan Dec

1, 2015 taken every 15 minutes were also provided. They also indicated more data is
available if required.
Are there any implications and/or adverse affects that are possible due to an “out of spec”
temperature/pressure supply, prior to July 2014? Yes. HP’s are temperature and flow
sensitive.
7. We have catalogue information or specific details from our site visits on all the major
equipment provided in the systems including the Climatemaster heat pump, Grundfoss
pumps, tanks, Spirovent air separator, Griswold automatic pressure independent
balancing valve and DES 2-way control valve.
8. We have also seen a draft of the Homeowners Quick Reference Guide and Technical
Service Guide being prepared by the RMOW and DEC Design and provided comments
on both documents.
6. SITE VISITS
6.1 We visited 19 townhouses in the fall of 2015 to review the existing situation with the systems,
have drawn schematic diagrams of each unit visited and report the following:
1. Generally speaking the systems are remarkably similar considering the number of
installing contractors that were involved. Some variations include the following:
1. Heating pump and domestic hot water (DHW) pump direction of flow and location. Some
pumps are located in the supply to the buffer tank and DHW heat exchanger, some in the
return lines and some pumps are pumping into the heat exchanger and buffer tank, some
are pumping out. These differences should not present any operational problems if the
pumps are performing at specified performance.
According to your statement, you discovered pumps located in both the supply and return
sides. What side are they located in the Mechanical specifications? DHW pump P-1 is
shown on the return to the heat exchanger and pumps into the heat exchanger. Heating
pump P-3 is located on the supply line out of the buffer tank and pumps out to the system.
2. Spirovent air separators are all located as indicated on the design drawings and are in an
appropriate position in the system. These are very good air separators and should
provide long term effective air removal from the systems. Smaller automatic air vents are
also located in appropriate locations to remove air in the mechanical rooms. We did not
see any fan coils with manual air vents as called for on the drawings. We heard no
indication that there was air in any of the systems but the fan coils are the high points in
the system and where air will accumulate if any is present in the systems and gets past
the air separation in the mechanical rooms.
“We did not see any fan coils with manual air vents as called for on the drawings.” That is
correct.
What is the purpose of the Air Vents? To give the ability to remove air from the top of the
system and prevent/eliminate air locks.
3. The fan coils were supplied with heating water several different ways as follow:
i. Some townhouses had a single control valve and balancing valve.
ii.

Some townhouses had a single control valve and no balancing valve.

iii.

Some townhouses had control valves and balancing valves per fan coil.

iv.

Some townhouses had just control valves per fan coil.

v.

The design drawings called for a single control valve and balancing valve for all the fan
coils.

Do you have written approvals from the Building Inspector for every variance with the
descriptions, plans and specifications forming part of the building permit? Answered
previously.
4. There were less pressure gauges and thermometers than I would have expected but both
pressure gauge taps and the operating screen of the heat pumps provide sufficient
information to service the systems.
5. Some systems have less drain points than others with many new drain valves having
been installed since the systems were first put into service. These help with doing system
flushes but the tank drains and drains on the domestic water heating supply and return
should be sufficient to flush and clean the systems with regular servicing.
6. The locations of the strainer, automatic balancing valve and control valve on the DES
side of the system varied somewhat but the strainer was always located upstream of the
other two items which is the most important thing.
7. We noted that the heat pump starts as the control valve on the DES system starts to
open. This could cause problems with heat pump startup. A time delay should be
introduced or if the valve has an end switch it could be utilized to allow the valve to fully
open prior to the heat pump starting.
8. The switches for controlling the electric resistance heat in both the buffer tank for the
heating system and the DHW tank were not consistent. Some had 2 switches, some had
no switches, and some had switches including a 3 position switch on the DHW tank.
What is the issue when some systems indicate “fault” with a RED SCREEN warning,
whereas other systems simply fail without a RED SCREEN warning? Cannot tell as each
occurrence can have different causes. Backup electric resistance heat is intended to
operate if heat pump fails to provide the heat. This is described in the Technical Service
Manual.
What is the BACK-UP system should the heat pump/system fail completely? In other
words, will the Electrical Back-Up system work independent of the heat pump? It is
supposed to.

9. Specific comments on the some of the suites visited are as follows:
a. All the Whitewater townhouses visited had the expansion tanks located very
close to the floor which does not allow access to the air valve on the bottom of
the tanks. These tanks should be raised to allow access to this air valve for
expansion tank testing and adjusting.
b. 1160 Whitewater has the expansion tank for the heating system isolated from the
system by the shut off valve. Expansion tanks should always be open to the
system they serve. The only time this valve should be shut is when replacing the
tank.
c. #16 Riverbend has had the Tekmar controller changed and we could not
determine if the sequences etc. were appropriate. The owner indicated no
problems with control of the systems.
d. #20 – 1375 Cloudburst (The Terrace) has corrosion appearing inside the heat
pump. Appeared to come from the unions on the 3-way valve in the heat pump.

There was no evidence of water at those locations at the time of the visit. The
system has been flushed and a lot of material was removed from the system.
e. #3 – 1380 Cloudburst (The Heights) reported never having had a problem but
had just completed a very low flow flush of his system.
f. #39 – 1275 Mount Fee Road (The Upper Rise) had some problems 2 years ago
but after service which included a system flush system has been OK.
g. #8 – 1245 Mount Fee Road (The Lower Rise) system did not respond to calls for
DHW heat or heating but was not “red screened”. Reset heat pump from breaker
and system started and was up to temperature and seemed to responding to
calls for heat before we left.
h. #13 Riverbend owner reported that there had never been a problem and didn’t
believe the system had ever been flushed.
i. #38 – 1275 Mount Fee Road (The Upper Rise) has had the system modified in
an attempt to reduce the pressure drop required to be overcome by the heating
system pump and the pump size has been increased. Our impression is that the
increased pump may have solved the problem without the repiping but the
system will still function as intended with the repiping. Owner indicated system
performance was improved.
Will there be a service procedure for the expansion tank in the RMOW’s, NEW Technical
Service Guide? Yes.
POINT: See Peter Dagg’s chronological DES repair summary.
In light of the time that has elapsed, should we contact the Homeowners to verify and
confirm a current, system operation status? Not sure it matters at this point.

7. DATA ANALYSIS
7.1 Original Design and Construction
1. We reviewed the original design of the systems early in 2008 prior to initial construction
for VANOC and at that time reported the systems seemed appropriate for the application
considering the VANOC design criteria for domestic hot water delivery during Games
Mode and how the heating system design would perform in Legacy Mode. We feel the
same way today after reviewing all the drawings available. The system is both energy
efficient and cost effective. The systems are not revolutionary or what we would call
leading edge. The systems are still utilized in single family dwellings and townhouse
developments either from a central DES style system or utilizing geo-exchange.
What is the criteria used to come to the conclusion that “The system is both energy
efficient and cost effective”? Initial capital cost and ongoing energy costs (efficiency)
evidenced by Hydro bills when HP did not operate and system was on electric resistance
heat.
2. The design evolved from the design we reviewed early in 2008 but the design intent
remained the same. The changes made in the design were all improvements in our view
and contributed to better performance, cost effectiveness and energy efficiency.
3. The startup reports we reviewed from Whitewater, The Heights and Units 1 – 28 of the
Lower Rise all indicated the units were operating within specification at the time of the
report. We had to assume that the data for The Heights was metric as no units were
indicated on the reports.
What do you mean by:

“We had to assume that the data for The Heights was metric as no units were indicated on the
reports.:? The units (metric or Imperial) were not indicated in the report.
4. We cannot comment on the procedures used to clean, flush and fill the systems at
original startup as there was nothing in any of the documents reviewed indicating what
the procedure was. A brief description of the pipe cleaning and chemical treatment was
included in the specification which called for a written report of how cleaning and
chemical treatment was carried out. We have not seen any reports that indicate how or
when this work was done.
5. Design documents called for 8 gpm Griswold pressure independent balancing valve for
the DES supply water. These valves automatically maintain the rated flow as long as the
pressure differential across the valve is between 1 and 14 psi. These valves work very
well. We observed 2 Griswold valves with 6 gpm indicated as the flow rate. The
cartridges in these valves should be checked for all units and replaced with 8 gpm
cartridges where required. The heat pumps are flow sensitive and the units were clearly
specified at 8 gpm. Shop drawings for heat pump did not indicate flow rate.
7.2 Water Chemistry
1. Samples of the heat pump system water were taken from 15 of the units visited as well a
1 domestic cold water sample. The water samples were tested for conductivity, hardness,
iron, pH and total dissolved solids (TDS) at Maxxam Analytics in Burnaby. We have
summarized the results in Appendix A.
2. We would recommend the following ranges for the criteria indicated above:
a. Conductivity: <400 μs/cm
b. Hardness: 100 – 200 ppm
c. Iron: Maximum of 0.5 ppm
d. pH: 6.0 – 9.5
e. TDS: Maximum of <250 ppm
3. Conductivity and TDS indicate particulate content in the water and will tend to track with
each other. If these values rise to near the maximum it is an indication that a complete
flush or a slow drain and replace routine (open the drain from the buffer tank to slowly let
water runoff and be replaced with clean water) may be required.
4. pH levels below 6.0 will cause corrosion of iron parts in the system (which are limited)
and above 9.5 will cause corrosion of copper components in the system which are more
common than the iron components in these systems.
5. The domestic cold water is not as hard as expected but is not so soft that it should cause
problems. Water hardness is classified as soft up to 60 mg/L, medium hard up to 120
mg/L, hard up to 180 mg/L and very hard over 180 mg/L. We were initially concerned
that the water was much harder and scaling would be a serious problem. This does not
appear to be the case. In situations where the hardness is elevated a complete flush or a
slow drain and replace routine (open the drain from the buffer tank to slowly let water
runoff and be replaced with clean water) may be required. This could be done as a result
of a regular water testing program.
6. The records from the RMOW indicate they are monitoring the DES water on a regular
basis. They are monitoring pH, TDS and silica and the levels maintained appear to be
appropriate.
7. We have reviewed the Annual Drinking Water Reports from 2008, 2009 and 2010 relative

to the water quality from Wells 212-1 and 212-2 and find the water quality available
during this period to be acceptable for use in the heating water systems. The water is
soft, has low conductivity, pH of about 7 and TDS below 200. These qualities are all
acceptable for use in a heating water system. We have attached the summary pages
from the reports in Appendix B.
8. Climatemaster recommend pH of 6 to 8.5 and the Residential Heating System Technical
Service Guide recommends pH of 6 to 8.5 and TDS less than 125. We feel these are
acceptable ranges and limits but the TDS limit could possibly be raised to 250 and the pH
upper limit could be set to 9.5 without creating any operational difficulties.
What is causing OR what is the source of:
* Mineralization; The water used to fill the system and the operation of the system.
* Scaling; Minerals in the water.
* Debris; Not sure but could be original construction material left in the system.
* Milky white water (seen during a flush)? Scale buildup being broken down during a
clean and flush operation.
If the water samples are “satisfactory” or “not as bad as expected”, what is the cause of
the “out of spec” chemistry noted? System operation to a degree but probably water
conditions at time of fill or flush.
If the water chemistry falls out of spec, what issues and/or damage and/or implications will
this cause? Leads to conditions that can cause red screens and flow and temperature
problems.
Have you seen and/or considered water sample records from the first water well used?
Answered previously.
7.3 DES Operation Review
1. We visited the DES plant to review operation and see the plant itself. The system
appears to be robust with redundant heat exchangers, boilers and pumps. Controls are
digital with alarms to indicate problems and 24 hour on call service available when
required. The regular maintenance procedures seem sufficient to keep the plant
operating at high efficiency and it was reported that there were only 2 unplanned
shutdowns in 2015 and 1 planned shutdown. These were indicated to be of short
duration.
2. The boilers in the plant were replaced recently with higher efficiency condensing type
boilers and the boiler control and efficiency were improved by small piping changes made
to make the boiler heat injection smoother.
3. We reviewed the operation logs of the system from 3 access manholes in the
Cheakamus Crossing area and offer the following comments:
a. The 3 manholes that were logged are Manhole A (2) at Mount Fee Road and
Legacy Way Manhole B (18) on Mount Fee Road just north of Legacy Way and
Manhole C (8) at Mount Fee Road and Cloudburst Drive.
b. The data was from July 16, 2014 to January 15, 2015 with temperatures
indicated at 15 minute intervals.
c. Manhole A (2) had temperatures that varied from a low of 0.18C on January 9,
2015 to 25.3C on August 11, 2014. The low temperature seems to be an
anomaly as the temperature 15 minutes before was 10.42C and 15 minutes after
was 13.23C. The next lowest temperature was 10.1C on January 2, 2014.

d. Manhole B (18) had temperatures that varied from a low of 0.54C on January 9,
2015 to 26.8C on August 11, 2014. The low temperature seems to be an
anomaly as the temperature 30 minutes before was 10.01C and 30 minutes after
was 5.31C. This log has the supply temperature stay at about 6C until January
14, 2015 then climb to about 10C.
e. Manhole C (8) had temperatures that varied from a low of 0.64C on January 9,
2015 to 25.5C on August 11, 2014. The low temperature seems to be an
anomaly as the temperature 15 minutes before was 6.85C and 15 minutes after
was 11.47C. The next lowest temperature was 11.0C on December 14, 2014.
f. Manhole A (2) is at the beginning of the distribution system through Cheakamus
Crossing, manhole C (8) is about halfway through the distribution system and
manhole B (18) is at the end of a supply branch over halfway through the
distribution system.
g. We questioned the RMOW about the anomalies we noticed and they indicated
there were some sensor problems in the manholes that were repaired. They only
use these sensors for information, the system control is at the DES plant and the
minimum setpoint is 10C. We received a log of the water temperatures leaving
the DES plant for the same period as above and they indicate a minimum supply
water temperature of 10C leaving the plant which is what we would expect. This
temperature goes up in the warm months which is fine as the heat pump will be
more efficient at higher entering water conditions.
7.4 Warranty Work Review
1. We received copies of warranty work orders/invoices from WDC from Dec 17/10 to March
21/10 and offer the following comments:
a. There were a total of 48 visits to 40 different suites.
b. There were 20 visits where control work was required. This included wiring
issues, control valve actuator issues, Tekmar controller issues and defective
thermostats,
c. There were 15 visits where there was work required to heat pumps. This included
failed compressors (2), failed Tx valves (4), failed capacitors (3), adjustment to
refrigerant charge (1), noisy compressors (3) and excessive vibration (2). There
were also 43 LWT log readings.
d. Six pumps were replaced or had their cartridges replaced.
e. There were 2 water leaks deal with on both the DES piping and system piping.
f. There were 3 indications of no Spirovent present and no indication of they were
installed.
g. We saw Spriovents on all the systems we observed.
h. There were 3 visits that required some additional balancing to resolve cold spots
in the radiant slabs.
i. There were 2 visits that corrected fan problems that related to 1 new fan and 1
new fan motor.
j. There were 2 visits to correct air looks in the systems both of which related to fan
coils.
k. There were 2 visits where system flushes were done.
l. There was 1 visit where there was a piping problem at a fan coil that was
repaired.
m. There were 48 LWT red screens indicated on the work orders with 8 being the
cause of the visit and the remainder being read from the fault logs on the heat
pumps.
2. The work indicated in the warranty work orders/invoice, for the most part, is typical of
warranty work on systems of this type but some of the work appears to be work that could

have and should have been done during startup and commissioning of the systems.
Your assessment considers 3 of the 18 months since START UP in September 2009. Can
you provide examples of work that “could have and should have been done during startup
and commissioning of the systems”? Spirovents not installed, additional balancing
required, wiring issues, excessive vibration.
Records of service, repair, warranty repair, inspection, etc., conducted for the first 15
months following START UP were not included in the overall consideration and review.
Would this not impact the outcome? We consider the records provided to be a reasonable
representative sample.
If the systems were not started up according to proper start-up specs, could we expect to
see any problems? Absolutely

EFFICIENCY:
What is the most energy-efficient operating range “temp” for our heat pumps? Indicated
in Technical Service Guide.
Is it industry standard OR recommended to heat domestic hot water with a heat pump?
Yes but there will be times when additional heat may need to be added.
Page 9 #7: Please clarify this statement. Not sure how to clarify.
Page 9 #8: With reference to #8, would restricted flow affect the reliability and service life
of a heat pump? Yes. It moves the HP operating point closer to the suggested limits of
operation.

8. SERVICE CONTRACTOR’S REVIEW
8.1 We are aware of three contractors currently servicing the systems in Cheakamus Crossing
and have received generally positive comments about them. It is important to use service
contractors who have service personnel that understand the systems, have trade tickets
applicable to systems such as Refrigeration Mechanic, Pipe Fitter and Plumber and would also
add the following comments:
1. The contractor should be instructed to use the Technical Service Guide for Cheakamus
Crossing produced by DEC Engineering when providing regular service and diligently use
the Home Heating System Service Report sheet to report testing results when performing
regular servicing. This report provides the results of the service and if the previous
reports are readily available to the service technician it makes troubleshooting the
systems much simpler and provides the homeowner with a record of the service
provided.
2. Homeowner should ensure that the service technician is clear that all the fields in the
report need to filled out to ensure a complete service check is done. These reports
should be kept in the heat pump room where the service technician can get easy access
to them. A copy of the Technical Service Guide should also be kept in a binder in the
heat pump room with space for the Service Reports from previous visits.
3. The Technical Service Guide also provides a detailed description of the control
sequences designed including recommended system settings broken down to Heat

Pump settings, Storage Tank settings and Heat Pump normal operating ranges as well
as a detailed troubleshooting guide to specific problems.
8.2 We are reluctant to recommend any specific contractors as they are only as good as the
service technicians that actually visit the site. The current contractors we know of are Scoular
Mechanical, Western Technical Systems and Custom Air. We have heard positive and negative
comments (mostly positive) about these contractors from homeowners at homes we visited. We
did notice Spearhead Plumbing and Heating stickers on some of the equipment during our site
visits but nobody we spoke with mentioned them and their website did not indicate they have
refrigeration mechanics available.
8.3 Any qualified service company that uses the Technical Service Guide mentioned above and
has qualified staff doing the service work can provide proper technical service and the choice of a
service contractor is a personal choice of the homeowner. Each homeowner needs to find a
service contractor they have confidence in and we believe the 3 mentioned above are quite
capable of doing that.

9. CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Documents Reviewed
1. Drawings provided were limited to Games Mode only. The mechanical systems appear to
have been designed with the Legacy Mode in mind and we would not expect a lot of
changes mechanically to accommodate Legacy Mode.
2. The drawings were typical of a housing development such as this with a more
sophisticated heating system requiring additional detailing to achieve the end goal. All of
the points I noted as being deficient and some that I hadn’t were provided during
construction through Mechanical Site Inspections and Inspection Reports. We have
assumed that the site instructions we have seen were issued to all the other mechanical
contractors on the site as the systems were the same throughout the site.
3. We were disappointed to not see final Operation and Maintenance Manuals as all we’ve
seen is the original submission from 2 of the contractors that DEC Design had several
important comments on. We are not sure if the final O & M Manuals were ever delivered
to the various stratas. The Homeowners Quick Reference Guide and Technical Service
Guide currently being developed by DEC Engineering and RMOW will assist
homeowners with operation and maintenance of their systems but if there is a copy of a
completed manual for each development a copy should be provided for the strata’s use.
4. Schedules B-1, B-2 and CB as required by the BC Building Code for The Rise were
submitted and we assume they were also done for each of the other phases of the initial
construction project as required by the municipality.
5. Final Signoffs were done by the plumbing inspectors for RMOW and documented.
6. The warranty work we reviewed, for the most part, is typical of warranty work on systems
of this type but some of the work appears to be work that could have and should have
been done during startup and commissioning of the systems. The reports reviewed were
only for 3 months at the beginning of the warranty period but indicate to us that while
there may have been some problems we did not see a pattern that would indicate serious
systemic problems.
Conclusions-PAGE 9 / 9.1 #6: Please give examples of what work could have been done
and/or should have been done during START-UP and commissioning of the systems?

Answered previously.
7. We are unsure of the procedures used to clean and flush the systems prior to startup or
even if the work was done. This is reinforced by some of the water samples taken,
pictures of system water during flushes that have subsequently happened and indications
from homeowners who had flushes recently. I am not aware of people who have had
multiple flushes in a short period of time which leads us to believe the initial cleaning and
flushing, if done at all, may not have been done well.
8. The combination of the possibility that the Griswold balancing valves on the DES supply
to each townhome may only be 6 gpm rated rather than 8 gpm as specified and control
valve CV-1 on the DES supply is only just starting to open when the heat pump starts is a
serious concern for us. The heat pumps are flow sensitive and to have them start without
sufficient water flow could be a significant contributor to the red screen problems. We feel
every unit should be checked to ensure the flow cartridge in the Griswold valve is an 8
gpm unit and have a time delay put on the startup of the heat pump until the valve is fully
open or utilize an end switch on the valve if there is one. This will allow the heat pump to
start with proper flow conditions assured. The heat pumps should run reliably for at least
15-20 years with proper flow and water temperature conditions maintained and proper
operating parameters maintained. These are all indicated in the Technical Service Guide
and these guidelines should be followed.
What are the implications on the life-span of the heat pump given that they have been
running since 2009 with incorrect flow valves, temperature, pressure and/or operating
parameters? Hard to determine but would tend to shorten life over the long term.
9. We reviewed a draft of the Homeowners Quick Reference Guide and the Technical
Service Guide developed by the RMOW and DEC Engineering and found these
documents well written, detailed and directly applicable to the systems in each of the
townhomes. The Homeowners Quick Reference Guide document should be used by the
homeowners to understand the systems better and offers very simple troubleshooting
suggestions that the homeowner can try before calling for service. The Technical Service
Guide can be used by the homeowner to outline service requirements to their service
contractor and has a form included in the manual that the service contractor should fill out
completely and be inserted into the manual which should be kept in the mechanical room.
This manual then provides a baseline and history of operation of the system and will be
invaluable for keeping the systems running smoothly.
When you refer to the Technical Service Guide and Homeowners Quick Reference Guide,
are you referring to the NEW RMOW documents? Yes
9.2 Site Visits
1. We did not see any fan coils with manual air vents as called for on the drawings. If fan
coils are found air locked the solution should be to install a manual air vent on that fan
coil. This will allow any air trapped at the top of the system to vented and not require a
flush of that zone to eliminate the air.
Are “air-vents” required according to the mechanical drawings? Yes.
Would the implication be that unnecessary “flushes” have been conducted to remove air?
Could but not necessarily.
2. Because of the inconsistencies on the control of the backup electric heat for both the

heating and domestic hot water we would suggest that each suite be checked to confirm
that at a minimum the electric heat will be available if the heat pump fails. The Technical
Service Guide covers this procedure quite well.
3. All Whitewater townhomes should be checked to ensure the expansion tanks are located
to allow access to the Schrader air valve on the bottom of the tank. If there is no access
raise the tanks enough to provide access. These valves are used to adjust the pressure
in the tank to allow optimum operation and to test the condition of the bladder in the tank.
4. We noted that 1160 Whitewater had the expansion isolation valve closed. If provided this
valve must always be open unless changing the tank.

9.3 Water Chemistry
1. Our review of the data gathered from the domestic water sample and the data indicated
in the RMOW Annual Water Reports for 2008 to 2010 has led us believe that the water
quality is not the issue we first thought it might be. The domestic water would be
classified as the high end of soft at 44.1 mg/L from our water sample and ranging from
33.1 to 61.1 mg/L from the Annual Water Reports for Wells 212-1 and 212-2. The TDS is
below 200 and the pH is about 7.0 which are all acceptable for use in the heating system.
2. The system samples have some units that are well outside the boundaries of the
acceptable limits indicated in our sample testing results report included in Appendix A
and these suites should be flushed with clean water to get the TDS and pH into the
recommended range.
If you are deeming the water “not problematic”, why are some of the units/samples falling
“well outside of the boundaries of the acceptable limits? During my conversation with
Dave Robb he indicated that the water can go out of spec after periods of heavy rain and
that could be the cause. System water was replaced when water is out of spec which is
why he is currently demineralizing the water when he does a system fill.
SIDE NOTE: Dave Robb was the ONLY approved Technician appointed by the WDC to
conduct any and all repair and warranty work since DAY 1.
Did you speak with Dave Robb? Dave Robb is adamant that the WATER QUALITY is the
reason for these issues. Yes. My conversation with him is reflected in the report.
(See attached email from David Robb).
David Robb:
C: 604.849.0463
E: dave@wtsconsulting.ca

3. We would recommend water samples from each unit except those included in my review
be tested for TDS and pH and appropriate action taken where required to obtain TDS
value under 250 and pH between 6.0 and 9.5. We would then suggest doing the same on
a yearly basis to track the water quality and react as required to maintain the water within
those guidelines. If the test show stability the time between tests can be increased.
4. The RMOW has a regular testing and treatment plan in place that seems to be controlling
the water quality is the DES system within acceptable limits and this program should be
continued.

9.4 DES Operation Review
1. After reviewing the operation first hand by visiting the plant and reviewing the 6 months’
worth of operating data we feel the RMOW are doing a good job running and maintaining
the DES system. The minimum supply water temperature of 10C is a good balance of
energy efficiency and keeping the temperature high enough for reliable heat pump
operation.

